
SHOWZ & PROGRAMZ MENU

To order, contact Cory at Pictoria Creations...!
(303) 858-0007
cory@pictoriacreations.com
9233 Park Meadows Dr. #417, Lone Tree, CO 80124

Ask about Discount Specialz for multiple Programz on the same day.  No MSG or trans-fats are used to cook up Doctor 
Noize productionz.  No sugar or caffeine is needed when experiencing Doctor Noize.  All productionz are intellectually, 
artistically and emotionally delicious.  Still, you probably shouldn’t actually eat them.  Copyright 2009 Pictoria Records.

Appetizers
Acoustic Mini Concert & Book Reading!! 20-45 minutes
Doctor Noize performs an integrated concert and book reading, playing a new song for each 
character we meet in the book.  The Doc sings and plays his award winning interactive songz on 
acoustic guitar and kazoo.  This show uses no PA system and is intended for a small setting.                    

Doctor Noize Lite!! 30-60 minutes
A taste of the unique loopiness of “Doctor Noize Live!” without the expense of the full stage show, 

Doctor Noize sings and plays his award winning interactive songz on guitar, keyboard, and a laptop 
computer, interactively recording and arranging songz live with his creative audience.

Entrée
Doctor Noize Live!! 30-60 minutes
Doctor Noize sings and plays his award winning interactive songz on his Big Collection Of 
Instrumentz & Whatchama Gadgetz, interactively recording and arranging songz live with his 

audience of Misunderstood Geniuses.  Includes saxophone and the Doc’s famous electronic drums.

!

Dessert
Create A Hit Song With Doctor Noize!! 90 minutes
Wanna make a record?  Doctor Noize and his audience of fellow Misunderstood Geniuses 
interactively write, record and mix a brand new song in 90 minutes with our collective creativity 

and Doctor Noize’s Big Collection Of Instruments & Whatchama Gadgetz.  A CD Master of the 
song is manufactured at session’s end, and the song is posted on the Doctor Noize website for free 
download.  Served separately or following an entrée of your choice.!


